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Ottiu is reinterpreting the mid-century lifestyle at the Middle East Design & 
Hospitality Week.  By enjoying a tour to the Emotional Brands booth, you can 

discover exquisite upholstery pieces designed by Ottiu, which tell you 
glamorous stories about the Hollywood Golden Era.

HOLLYWOOD GOLDEN ERA IS BACK 
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MID-CENTURY MODERN SELECTION 

The Anita Mid-Century Modern Dining Chair is a piece 
where lush, beauty and delicacy hide the fierceness 
and unbridled sensuality of one of the 50s iconic 
personalities: Anita Ekberg. This art deco piece has an 
exquisite velvet upholstery supported by long walnut 
wood lacquered legs finished with extremely elegant 
polished brass details.

ANITA DINING CHAIR 

Always recognized by her flaring beauty and sexiness, Ann-Margret 
was Ottiu’s inspiration to design this mid-century modern sofa. 
Featuring a showstopping velvet upholstery over its polished brass 
feet, this piece is guaranteed to bring the old Hollywood glamour to 
your contemporary living spaces.

MARGRET SOFA

Scarlet is a bright and vivid reddish color that emanates 
passion, love and seduction. Inspired by such color, 
Ottiu designed the Scarlet Armchair.Upholstered in 

velvet, with walnut wood legs, and has brass nails for a 
finishing touch,  its eclectic and unique back will give 

your living room set an entirely new character.

SCARLET ARMCHAIR



GLAMOROUS NOVELTIES 
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As versatile as glamorous featuring elegant 
curved lines, the Donna Ottoman can be an 
additional seat or can be used also as a classy 
footstool. Upholstered in velvet, supported by 
brushed brass feet, this timeless ottoman is a 
lovely way to declutter your home décor while 
adding style and also comfort.

DONA OTTOMAN

Elegant and featuring feminine curves, the Linda bed is upholstered in velvet, featuring a capitonné 
headboard  with a base lacquered in metallic gold.  This modern mid-century upholstered bed will add a 
sense of elevated style to your opulent bedroom or guest room, bringing softness and comfort.

LINDA BED



Working side by side with our specialized craftsmen, each piece is created like a unique piece of 
art: combining sophistication and sex appeal, dressed up with smooth velvets and durable leathers, 

Ottiu uses all the details any glamorous décor needs. Conceptually, our products materialize an 
accessible and comfortable escape from the cosmopolitan chaos, recreating a perfect movie set.

BEYOND 
UPHOLSTERY 
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